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Microgrid is one of the solutions. The advantages of the
microgrid consist of

Abstract—This paper focuses on the energy management system
and stability of DC bus in both grid-connected and islanded
operations in microgrid system. The microgrid system consists of
wind turbines, photovoltaic panels, batteries and supercapacitors, also includes both AC and DC zones. Voltage of DC
bus must be kept stable especially in islanded operation. In gridconnected operation voltage of DC bus is controlled by inverter.
Real power from renewable energy generations and storage
system can be transferred to AC zone through DC bus. In
islanded operation, inverter must be controlled to keep
magnitude and frequency of AC bus stable, so storage system is
used to regulate voltage of DC bus. Simulation results in the
paper show that voltage of DC bus can be kept steady and power
can be kept balance with the strategy in microgrid system.
Keywords-microgrid;
operation; storage system

I.

grid-connected

operation;

- the association of the local generators and local loads in
order to minimize the energy losses in the electricity transport;
- the possibility of electricity and heat cogeneration in order
to increase the energy generation efficiency;
- the ease of using communication means in order to
optimize the total electricity generation and to increase the
quality and the reliability of the power system[1, 2].
One unit of the microgrid is established in the lab as shown
in Fig 1. It consists of a wind turbine (2KW), photovoltaic
panels (1KW), batteries (one cell is 12V, 65AH and six cells
series connected) and super-capacitor (72V, 70F). The stability
of DC- and AC-bus voltage is very important. When microgrid
is connected to the utility grid, the voltage of DC-bus voltage
(200V) is regulated by the inverter. However when the
microgrid works in islanded operation, DC-bus voltage must be
regulated by renewable energy generations and storage system.
And the magnitude and frequency of AC bus are controlled by
droop character of parallel inverters[3-5].

islanded

INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)

More and more renewable energy generations such as wind
turbines and photovoltaic panels are integrated into grid, which
will lead grid instability because their fluctuate power.

Fig 1.Hybrid DC and AC linked microgrid
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II.

CONTROL STRATEGY OF DC BUS

A. In Grid-Connected Operation
Voltage of DC bus can be controlled by inverter in gridconnected operation. Control strategy of inverter is shown in
Fig. 2. Real power from photovoltaic panels, wind turbine and
storage system is all delivered to DC load and AC bus through
DC bus when voltage of DC bus is stable. If the power is not
enough for the loads, microgrid will absorb power from utility
grid. If power from microgrid is more than needed, it will
transfer power to utility grid.

Fig 3.Power flow in the system

Power difference includes high frequency and low
frequency power. Super-capacitor as a fast-dynamic storage
unit is used to absorb high frequency power, and battery as a
long-term storage unit is controlled to absorb low frequency
power for a long time. We can get power reference with the
control strategy as shown in Fig. 4 where K is a gain
determined by rating and state of charge of super-capacitor and
batteries[8].

Pstorage

Pbatt

I batt − ref

Fig 2.Block diagram of the controller for inverter

B. In Islanded Operation
Inverter must supply real and reactive power to AC zone in
order to keep magnitude and frequency of AC bus stable in
islanded operation when there some faults happened in utility
grid. So voltage of DC bus must be regulated by Bi-DC/DC
converters which connect batteries and super-capacitor to DC
bus. Also because power from wind turbine and photovoltaic
panels is fluctuant, storage system must absorb or release the
power difference between renewable energy generations and
loads which can be calculated by equation (1).

Psc

I sc − ref

Fig 4.Control strategy of storage system

Bi-DC/DC converter is a bidirectional buck-boost
converter as shown in Fig. 5. We should control PWM of T1
and T2 to make voltage of DC bus stable and absorb the
power calculated by control strategy in Fig. 4.

Pstorage = Pbatt + Psc = Pwind + Psolar − Pload （1）
where P s t o r a g e

is the total power of storage system

including batteries and super-capacitor. Pb a t t and Ps c are
power released from battery and super-capacitor respectively.
And Pw i n d is generated by wind turbine. Ps o l a r is
generated by photovoltaic panels. Pl o a d is power absorbed
by DC and AC loads.
Power flow in the microgrid system is shown in Fig. 3.
Very little power is absorbed or released by DC bus. When
voltage of DC bus is stable and power absorbed by DC bus is
zero in a whole period and real power from renewable energy
generations and storage system is all delivered to inverter
through DC bus.

Fig 5.Bi-DC/DC converter

Control strategy of Bi-DC/DC converter as shown in Fig.
5 is very important to keep voltage of DC bus stable in
islanded operation. The storages exchange power with others
by the DC-capacitor:
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C
where

dU dc
= I dc
dt

where
(2)

I b a tt − m − r e f = K I s to r a g e − m − r e f

I dc is the current applied to the DC-bus capacitor.
(3):

−U

dc

) + I out

(3)

For inductor L, equation (4) describes the relationship
between voltage and current:

L
where

L

dI L
dt

III.

= U in − U m

(10)

K is determined by rating and SOC of super-capacitor and
batteries. Also the gain will affect voltage of DC bus in
transient operation when DC loads change or power from wind
turbine and photovoltaic panels is fluctuant rapidly. The super
capacitors as fast-dynamic storage system must absorb or
release power quickly. We can make K=0.1～0.3 in transient
operation.. After transition the strategy controls K=0.7～0.9,
because the batteries store more energy.

According to equation (2), I L − ref is obtained by equation
d c − ref

(9)

I s c − m − r e f = (1 − K ) I s to r a g e − m − r e f

is the voltage of DC bus,

I m − r e f = P I (U

(8)

In Fig. 4 we can get equation (9) and (10):

C is the equivalent capacitor,

U dc

I storage − m − ref = I batt − m − ref + I sc − m − ref

(4)

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

When there are some faults happened in utility grid,
mircogrid will work in islanded operation. At the time, voltage
of DC bus is not kept by inverter. Instead, the storage system
and renewable energy generations will keep DC-bus voltage
constant with control strategies. Fig. 7 shows that when t=0.2s
microgrid system began to work in islanded operation, voltage
of DC bus can be kept stable.

is the equivalent inductance,

U in is the voltage of battery or super capacitor,

U m is the modulated voltage of chopper.
According to equation (4) and linear relationship between
I m − ref and I L − ref , U m − ref is obtained by equation (5):

U m − ref = U in + PI ( I L − ref − I L )

(5)

The average modulation function of converter is obtained
by equation (6):

m=

U m − ref
U dc

(6)
Fig 7.Voltage of DC bus when microgrid works from grid-connected to island

So we can get control strategy of Bi-DC/DC converter for
voltage of DC bus from upper equations as shown in Fig. 6. In
islanded operation storage system is used to not only keep
voltage of DC bus stable but also absorb or release the power
difference between renewable energy generations and loads
with the control strategy[6, 7].

When DC loads change in islanded operation, the
voltage of DC bus should be kept constant by storage system,
and different K will lead different response speed. From Fig. 8
and Fig. 9, we can see when DC loads changed or power from
wind turbine and photovoltaic panels was fluctuant rapidly,
the super capacitors must be release or absorb more power.

1/Uout

Fig 6. Block diagram of the controller for charging

In equation (3) I m − ref is the sum current of renewable
energy generations and storage system:

I m − ref = I wind − m − ref + I sc − m − ref + I storage − m − ref (7)
Fig 8.Voltage of DC bus (up) and current of load (down) when K=0.3
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IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the strategies of different converters
in the hybrid DC and AC bus linked microgrid. Also strategies
for grid-connected, islanded and transition operations are
described in the paper. With these strategies, the power
between microsources, storage systems, loads and utility grid
could be kept balance. In island operation, the microsources
and storage systems are used to keep the voltage of DC bus
steady and the simulation results are described.
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Fig 9.Voltage of DC bus (up) and current of load (down) when K=0.7

In order to make the voltage of DC bus stable more
quickly, the equivalent inductance L can be changed smaller.
In Fig 10 I L − ref is set to 10A first, when t=1s I L − ref is
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